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this reduction becomes too often the be-all and end-
all A goal beyond is often lost sight of. This
is only too apparent in some of the work turned out
from the German universities: sesquepedalian treatises,
mechanical compilations of data, often a futilely mis-
directed hunting for sources : above all, disregard
for the ultimate and eternal values of poetry, lack of
reverence for the mysterious, God-given gift of inspira-
tion. Still more has this weakness shown itself in the
universities of America, where German methods
were indiscriminately imported and easy laurels
won by the imitation of them. These things have
too often reduced the word " dissertation" to a
byword, as a mere academic exercise for a degree,
a vehicle of—it may be new but—undigested facts.
How many pieces of research fall into oblivion (save
among those engaged on similar work) because
the authors have not had the patience or been
adequately trained to look beyond their ant-like
accumulation of facts and data, to draw conclusions
which alone can give their labours value—or because
they have not had the ability to clothe their research
in an acceptable literary form! There was, for a time,
a danger that we might take over too readily into
our academic system the paraphernalia of the German
dissertation, with its pedantic meticulousness and its
lack of literary distinction in execution. We, and
still more our American cousins, were sometimes
apt to forget that what might be good for the Germans
was not necessarily good for us. Now it is surely
for us Anglo-Saxons to evolve—as the French
universities have done for their people—a type
of academic thesis which shall meet the needs of our
intellectual temperament, and which must necessarily
be different from either the French or the German
type of dissertation. I do think that we in London
have led the way in this direction; in recent years
there have been theses produced in our modern
languages departments, including of course English

